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PARAMETER ESTIMATION FOR 
ACCELEROMETERS, PROCESSES, 
CIRCUITS, DEVICES AND SYSTEMS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is related to India Patent Applica 
tion Number 567/CHE/2008 ?led Mar. 6, 2008, titled “Esti 
mation Of Bias Error And Axes Gain For Mems Tri-Axes 
Accelerometers Implemented On Cell Phone Platform For 
Vehicle Navigation” and priority is claimed under the Paris 
Convention and 35 U.S.C. 119 and all other applicable laW. 
[0002] This application is related to India Patent Applica 
tion Number 565/ CHE/ 2008 ?led Mar. 6, 2008, titled “Accu 
rately Calibrating E-Compass For Tilt Error InA Suboptimal 
IMU System Comprising Of Accelerometer And E-Compass 
Mounted On Cell Phones” and priority is claimed under the 
Paris Convention and 35 U.S.C. 119 and all other applicable 
laW. 
[0003] This application is related to the US patent applica 
tion titled “Processes for More Accurately Calibrating 
E-Compass for Tilt Error, Circuits, and Systems” Ser. No. 

(TI-65997) ?led on even date hereWith, and said US. 
patent application is incorporated herein by reference in its 
entirety. 
[0004] This application is related to US patent application 
publication US 2009/0054075 dated Feb. 26, 2009, and US. 
patent application Ser. No. l l/ 844,006 (TI-38194) ?ledAug. 
23, 2007, titled “Satellite (GPS) Assisted Clock Apparatus, 
Circuits, Systems And Processes For Cellular Terminals On 
Asynchronous Networks” and said US. patent application 
documents are incorporated herein by reference. 

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY 
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT 

[0005] Not applicable. 

COPYRIGHT NOTIFICATION 

[0006] Portions of this patent application contain materials 
that are subject to copyright protection. The copyright oWner 
has no objection to the facsimile reproduction by anyone of 
the patent document, or the patent disclosure, as it appears in 
the United States Patent and Trademark O?ice, but otherWise 
reserves all copyright rights Whatsoever. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0007] This invention is in the ?elds of electronic comput 
ing hardWare and softWare, navigation and communications, 
and processes of operating and making such circuits, devices 
and systems. Without limitation, the background is further 
described in connection With accelerometer-based applica 
tions, circuits, devices and systems, such as for portable, 
including mobile, applications. 
[0008] Mobile telephony can communicate video and digi 
tal data, and voice over packet (VoP or VoIP), in addition to 
cellular voice. Streams of information such as video, voice, 
audio content, images of all kinds, and data should be ?exibly 
handled by such mobile devices and platforms. But poWer 
dissipation can limit time betWeen battery recharges and limit 
the features and number of applications running. And system 
latency might cause various kinds of delays and lapses in 
desirable application operation. 
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[0009] Processors of various types, including DSP (digital 
signal processing) chips, RISC (reduced instruction set com 
puting), information storage memories and/or other inte 
grated circuit blocks and devices are important to these sys 
tems and applications. Containing or reducing energy 
dissipation, system latency and the cost of manufacture While 
providing a variety of circuit, device and system products 
With performance features for different market segments are 
important goals in integrated circuits generally and system 
on-a-chip (SOC) design. 
[0010] MEMS (micro-electromechanical structure) accel 
erometers can be used in portable platforms such as cellular 
phones, personal assistants, positioning devices, and other 
applications. The platforms are useful such as for freefall 
detection, tilt sensing, position sensing, velocity measure 
ment, gaming applications, elderly monitoring systems, and 
Inertial Navigation systems (INS as an assistance to GPS) in 
vehicular and pedestrian navigation generally, and e-compass 
supported navigation. MEMS accelerometers can be used for 
Inertial Navigation (INS) Assistance to GPS in GPS chal 
lenged environments. 
[0011] MEMS accelerometers suffer from bias error and 
axes gain errors Which should be estimated precisely for 
applications like tilt sensing, inertial navigation and vehicular 
and pedestrian navigation. Estimation of accelerometer 
parameters, such as bias errors and axes gains, of MEMS 
accelerometers can be problematic. It is dif?cult for a cell 
phone user to estimate and calibrate gain and bias errors in 
accelerometers on-the-?y. Accordingly, neW solutions that 
provide more fully user-friendly embodiments to evaluate 
accelerometer bias errors and gain errors Would be highly 
desirable. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0012] Generally and in one form of the invention, an elec 
tronic circuit includes accelerometer sensors mounted on dif 
ferent axes, memory circuitry, and an electronic processor 
coupled to the accelerometer sensors and to the memory 
circuitry, the electronic processor operable to generate signals 
representing at least one calibration parameter for the accel 
erometer sensors from signals representing data resulting 
from the accelerometer sensors in an imprecise orientation of 
the accelerometer sensors. 
[0013] Generally, another form of the invention involves an 
information storage medium holding a set of physical repre 
sentations of instructions executable by an electronic proces 
sor to generate signals representing accelerometer calibration 
parameters from accelerometer data from different imprecise 
orientations. 
[0014] Generally, a process form of the invention involves 
a process of accelerometer calibration, and the process 
includes generating signals representing accelerometer cali 
bration parameters from signals representing multi-axes 
accelerometer data from different imprecise accelerometer 
orientations. 
[0015] Generally, a system form of the invention for mea 
suring acceleration includes a portable device having accel 
erometer sensors mounted on different axes and operable to 
supply accelerometer signals representing accelerometer 
data, a transducer associated With the portable device and 
operable to emit a user-perceptible prompt, and an electronic 
processor coupled to the accelerometer sensors and to the 
transducer, the electronic processor operable to cause the 
transducer to emit the user-perceptible prompt, and the elec 
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tronic processor operable to generate signals representing at 
least one calibration parameter for the accelerometer sensors 
in response to the accelerometer signals in different freely 
establishable orientations of the portable device. 
[0016] Generally, and in a process of manufacture form of 
the invention, a process of manufacture includes attaching to 
a printed Wiring board an electronic processor and an accel 
erometer and a ?ash memory holding a set of physical repre 
sentations of instructions executable by the electronic proces 
sor to generate signals representing accelerometer calibration 
parameters from accelerometer data from different imprecise 
orientations. 
[0017] These and other forms of circuit, device, system, 
information storage medium, apparatus, process, and other 
forms of the invention are disclosed and claimed. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0018] FIG. 1 is a pictorial diagram of a communications 
system embodiment including system blocks, for example a 
cellular base station, a DVB video station, a WLAN AP 
(Wireless local area netWork access point), a WLAN gateWay, 
a personal computer, a set top box and television unit, and tWo 
cellular telephone handsets, any one, some or all of the fore 
going inventively improved as in the other Figures. 
[0019] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an electronic system 
such as for a system on a chip (SoC) inventively improved as 
shoWn in the other Figures. 
[0020] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an inventive system 
including a satellite positioning engine or GPS engine GE 
inventively coupled With a processor integrated circuit in FIG. 
2 operating as a cellular engine CE. 
[0021] FIG. 4 is a How diagram ofan inventive process and 
structure for obtaining accelerometer data for calibration pur 
poses and determining Whether recalibration is recom 
mended. 
[0022] FIG. 5 is a How diagram of an inventive process and 
structure for obtaining accelerometer data and accelerometer 
pre-calibration. 
[0023] FIG. 6A is a How diagram of an inventive process 
and structure for obtaining accelerometer data for subsequent 
use in calibration. 

[0024] FIG. 6B is a How diagram of an inventive process 
and structure for recalibration using accelerometer data from 
FIG. 6A. 
[0025] FIG. 6C is a How diagram of another inventive pro 
cess and structure for recalibration using accelerometer data 
from FIG. 6A. 
[0026] FIG. 7A is a How diagram of another inventive pro 
cess and structure for obtaining and pre-qualifying acceler 
ometer measurements data for subsequent use in calibration. 
[0027] FIG. 7B is a How diagram of an inventive process 
and structure for providing and managing sets of measure 
ments for recalibrating an accelerometer. 
[0028] FIG. 8 is a How diagram of an inventive process for 
selectively determining modes of recalibration. 
[0029] FIG. 9 is a block diagram ofan inventive process and 
structure for generating accelerometer parameters as in any of 
the other Figures and using them in a position engine. 
[0030] FIG. 10 is a block diagram of an inventive process 
and structure for generating accelerometer parameters as in 
any of the other Figures and using them in a tilt compensation 
engine for supporting an e-compass. 
[0031] FIG. 11 is a How diagram ofan inventive process of 
manufacturing the inventive systems shoWn in other Figures. 
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[0032] FIG. 12 is a How diagram of an inventive process of 
manufacturing inventive integrated circuit chips having cir 
cuits and operations shoWn in the other Figures. 
[0033] FIGS. 12A, 12B, and 12C are respective layout dia 
grams of various example forms of inventive integrated cir 
cuit chips provided With circuits and operations shoWn in the 
other Figures. 
[0034] Corresponding numerals in different ?gures indi 
cate corresponding parts except Where the context indicates 
otherWise. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 

[0035] In FIG. 1, an improved communications system 
2000 has system blocks as described next and improved With 
any one, some or all of the circuits and subsystems and 
processes shoWn in various Figures of the draWing. Any or all 
of the system blocks, such as cellular mobile telephone and 
data handsets 2010 and 2010', a cellular (telephony and data) 
base station 2050, a WLAN AP (Wireless local area netWork 
access point, IEEE 802.11 or otherWise) and/or a Voice over 
WLAN GateWay 2060 With user voice over packet telephone 
2085 (not shoWn), and a voice enabled personal computer 
(PC) 2070 With another user voice over packet telephone (not 
shoWn), communicate With each other in communications 
system 2000. WorldWide Web 2065 With Website 2055 is 
readily accessible. 
[0036] “Navigation” as used herein includes any one, some 
or all of position, direction, heading, tilt, altitude, aZimuth, 
velocity and acceleration sensing and/or location-based 
applications, position-based applications, map-related appli 
cations, trajectory control, braking control, cruise control, 
steering control, engine control, course monitoring and 
completion, maneuvering, free fall detection, image acquisi 
tion control, image stabiliZation, and other applications com 
bining or bene?ting from any of the foregoing. “Portable 
device” as used herein includes any device, apparatus, or 
system, such as those stated herein as Well as others, that is 
suf?ciently movable in orientation to utiliZe and bene?t from 
the embodiments and teachings herein. 
[0037] In FIG. 1, personal and/or vehicular navigation is 
supported by an accelerometer 1140 and an electronic com 
pass (e-compass) 1150. An environmental sensor 1160 is 
provided to check any one, some, or all of the temperature, 
humidity, pressure and/ or other environmental physical vari 
ables. A miniature Gyro 1170 (gyroscopic inertial assembly) 
can be provided, With dimensions compatible With the form 
factor of the portable device. As part of a display screen or in 
addition, prompting transducers 1180 are provided for emit 
ting ?ashing light signals, audible speech, and/or audible 
sounds such as calibration orientation prompts and distinct 
calibration con?rmation prompts to the user. Processor inte 
grated circuit 1022 is coupled to a satellite positioning inte 
grated circuit 1190 for GPS or otherWise. GPS (Global Posi 
tioning System) is an earth-satellite-based electronic system 
for enabling GPS receivers in ships, aircraft, land vehicles 
and land stations to determine their geographic and spatial 
position such as in latitude, longitude, and altitude. Discus 
sion of GPS herein is Without limitation to other analogous 
satellite-based electronic systems. The GPS circuit 1190 has 
an antenna 1195. 

[0038] A camera 1490 provides video pickup for cell phone 
2010 to send over the intemet to cell phone 2010', personal 
digital assistant/personal entertainment unit PDA/PEU 2096, 
STB (set top box) 2092 and television TV 2094, automobile 
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2095 and to a monitor of PC 2070 via any one, some or all of 
cellular base station 2050, DVB (digital video broadcasting) 
station 2020, and WLAN AP/gateWay 2060. Handsets 2010 
and 2010' have a manual input 1050' such as a keyboard, a 
microphone 1055, a display 1060, anduser prompt transducer 
(s) 1180 such as a ?ashing LED and/or audible transducer. 
Analogously, PDA/PEU 2096 has user prompt transducer(s) 
2097, and a display 2098. Handsets 2010 and 2010' have a 
video storage and other information storage medium, such as 
hard drive, ?ash drive, high density memory, and/or compact 
disk (like CD 2075) in the handset or external thereto for 
installation of applications, etc. Digital video recording 
(DVR) is supported, such as for delayed reproduction, 
transcoding, and retransmission of video to other handsets 
and other destinations. 
[0039] On a cell phone printed circuit board (PCB) 1020 in 
handset 2010, is provided a secure processor integrated cir 
cuit 1022, an external ?ash memory 1025 and SDRAM (syn 
chronous dynamic random access memory) 1024, and a serial 
interface 1026. A PoWer, Resets, and Control Module PRCM 
1050 (1770 of FIG. 2) is included to perform poWer and 
energy management and other support functions. Serial inter 
face 1026 is suitably a Wireline interface, such as a USB 
interface connected by a USB line to the personal computer 
2070 and magnetic and/or optical media 2075. 
[0040] Cell phone 2010 intercommunication also occurs 
via modems 1100, such as a cellular modem, WLAN, Blue 
tooth, and any other modem(s) and can access a Website 2055 
or 2065, television and physical layer (PHY) or other such 
circuitry 1100'. A WLAN and/or WiMax portion includes 
MAC (media access controller), PHY (physical layer) and 
AFE (analog front end). A MIMO UWB (ultra Wideband) 
MAC/PHY supports OFDM in 3-10 GHZ. UWB bands for 
communications in some embodiments. A digital video inte 
grated circuit provides television antenna tuning, antenna 
selection, ?ltering, and RF input stage for recovering video/ 
audio/controls from DVB station 2020. 
[0041] Processor integrated circuit 1022 has MPU (or 
CPU) block 1030 coupled to an internal (on-chip read-only 
memory) ROM 1032, an internal random access memory 
RAM 1034, and ?ash memory 1036. A security logic circuit 
1038 is coupled to secure-or-general-purpose-identi?cation 
value (Security/GPI) bits 1037 of a non-volatile one-time 
alterable Production ID register or array of electronic fuses 
(E-Fuses), for enhancing secure e-commerce and system 
security generally. Depending on the Security/GPI bits, boot 
code residing in ROM 1032 responds differently to a PoWer 
On Reset (POR) circuit 1042 and to a secure Watchdog circuit 
1044 coupled to processor 1030. Secure Demand Paging 
1040 supports the system and increases the effective siZe of 
secure memory. 

[0042] In this Way, advanced netWorking capability for ser 
vices, softWare, and content, such as cellular telephony and 
data, navigation applications, audio, music, voice, video, 
e-mail, gaming, security, e-commerce, ?le transfer and other 
data services, internet, World Wide Web broWsing, TCP/IP 
(transmission control protocol/ Internet protocol), voice over 
packet and voice over Internet protocol (VoP/VoIP), robotics, 
medical-related services, and other services accommodates 
and provides security for secure utiliZation and entertainment 
appropriate to the just-listed and other particular applications. 
[0043] The embodiments, applications and system blocks 
disclosed herein are suitably implemented in ?xed and por 
table devices such as for mobile, automotive 2095, seaborne, 
and airborne, communications, control, set top box 2092, 
television 2094 (receiver or tWo-Way TV), and other appara 
tus. DLPTM display technology from Texas Instruments 
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Incorporated, or liquid crystal display LCD or other video 
display technology is coupled to any of the system blocks of 
FIGS. 1 and 2.Atransparent organic semiconductor display is 
provided on one or more WindoWs of the vehicle 2095 of FIG. 
1 and Wirelessly or Wireline-coupled to the video feed from 
the system 1700 of FIG. 2. The personal computer (PC) 2070 
is suitably implemented in any form factor such as desktop, 
docking station, laptop, palmtop, organiZer, mobile phone 
handset, PDA personal digital assistant 2096, internet appli 
ance, Wearable computer, content player, TV/ appliance hand 
held remote control device, Wireless pointer for game dis 
plays and other computer displays, still camera and other 
camera stabiliZation and display image stabiliZation, Wear 
able personal safety monitor, personal area netWork, or other 
type and usable With media 2075 such as optical disk, ?ash 
drive, and other media. 
[0044] In combination With the GPS circuit 1190, and the 
video display, the RISC processor 1422 and/or IVA (imaging 
and video applications unit) DSP 1424 support location 
based embodiments and services of various types. These ser 
vices provide roadmaps and directions thereon to a destina 
tion, pictorials of nearby commercial establishments, o?ices, 
and residences of friends, various family supervision appli 
cations, position sending to friends or to emergency E911 
service, and other location based services noW knoWn or yet 
to be devised. For such services, fast time of position ?xing, 
loW system poWer consumption, and reliability of accurate 
timekeeping to support position-based services even during 
poWer management operations and cellular netWork base sta 
tion handover or handoff operations are all desirable for 
improved technology such as supported by various embodi 
ments herein. 

[0045] It is contemplated that the skilled Worker uses each 
of the integrated circuits shoWn in FIGS. 1 and 2, or such 
selection from the complement of blocks therein provided 
into appropriate other integrated circuit chips, or provided 
into one single integrated circuit chip, in a manner optimally 
combined or partitioned betWeen the chips, to the extent 
needed by any of the applications supported by the cellular 
handsets 2010 and 2010', DVB station 2020, cellular tele 
phone base station 2050, personal computer(s) 2070 
equipped With WLAN, Voice WLAN access point/gateWay 
2060, as Well as radios and televisions, Internet audio/video 
content players, ?xed and portable entertainment units, rout 
ers, pagers, personal digital assistants (PDA), organizers, 
scanners, faxes, copiers, household appliances, o?ice appli 
ances, microcontrollers coupled to controlled mechanisms 
for personal, robotic and/or automotive use, combinations 
thereof, and other application products noW knoWn or here 
after devised for increased, partitioned or selectively deter 
minable advantages. 
[0046] In FIG. 2, a system 1700 foruse in FIG. 1 has a MPU 
(microprocessor unit) subsystem 1705 With MPU core(s) 
1422, an IVA subsystem 1424, and DMA (Direct Memory 
Access) subsystems 1710.i. Personal and/or vehicular navi 
gation is supported by accelerometer 1140 and/or gyro 1170 
and/or electronic compass (e-compass) 1150. The MPU sub 
system 1705 suitably has one or more processor cores 1422 
With RISC or CISC or other suitable central processing units 
CPUs such as With superscalar processor pipeline(s) With L1 
and L2 caches. Either or both of the MPU subsystem 1705 
and IVA subsystem 1424 has hardWare for single cycle mul 
tiply-accumulates for matrix processing and fast loop execu 
tion, image processing, video processing, and audio process 
ing. IVA 1424 provides one or more programmable digital 
signal processors (DSPs) for multi-standard (MPEG4, 
WMV9, RealVideo®, H.263, H.264) encode/decode at D1 
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(720x480 pixels), and 720p MPEG4 decode, for some 
examples. Also integrated are a 2D/3D graphics engine, a 
Mobile DDR Interface, and numerous integrated peripherals 
as selected for a particular system solution. The IVA sub 
system 1424 has L1 and L2 caches, RAM and ROM, and 
hardWare accelerators as desired such as for motion estima 
tion, variable length codec, and other processing. DMA (di 
rect memory access) subsystems 1710.i perform target 
accesses via target ?reWalls 1722.i and 1712.i of FIG. 1 
connected on interconnects 1721, 1734. A target is a circuit 
block targeted or accessed by another circuit block operating 
as an Initiator. Some Initiators are MPU 1422, DMA sub 
systems 1710.i, Universal Serial Bus USB HS, and a secure 
debug access port to an emulation block EMU. In order to 
perform such accesses the DMA channels in DMA sub 
systems 1710.i are programmed. Each DMA channel speci 
?es the source location of the Data to be transferred from an 
Initiator and the destination location of the Data for a target. 

[0047] Data exchange betWeen a peripheral subsystem and 
a memory subsystem and general system transactions from 
memory to memory are handled by the System SDMA 1710. 
1. The DMA channels support interconnect quali?ers collec 
tively designated MreqInfo, such as MreqSecure, MreqPrivi 
lege, MreqSystem in order to regulate access to different 
protected memory spaces. The system con?gures and gener 
ates these different access quali?ers in a security robust Way 
and delivers them to hardWare ?reWalls 1712.1, 1712.2, etc. 
via lines 1738 as Well as to ?reWalls 1722.1, 1722.2, etc. 
associated With some or all of the targets. The hardWare 
?reWalls protect the targets according to different access 
rights of initiators. The DMA channels 1715.1, .2, etc. are 
con?gurable through the L4 Interconnect 1734 by the MPU 
subsystem 1705. FireWall con?guration on a DMA interface 
1715.i restricts different DMA channels according to the 
con?guration previously Written to con?guration Internal 
Register ?elds. This FireWall con?guration implements hard 
Ware security architecture rules in place to alloW and restrict 
usage of the DMA channel quali?ers used in attempted 
accesses to various targets. When an attempt to con?gure 
access for DMA channels in a disalloWed Way is detected, 
in-band errors are sent back to the initiator that made the 
accesses and out-band errors are generated to a Control Mod 
ule 1765 and converted into an MPU Interrupt for security 
attack detection and neutraliZation. 

[0048] Data exchanges Within a DSP subsystem 1710.2 are 
handled by the DSP DMA 1718.2. Data exchange to store 
camera 1490 image capture is handled using a Camera DMA 
1718.3 in camera subsystem CAM 1710.3. The CAM sub 
system 1710.3 suitably handles one or tWo camera 1490 
inputs of either serial or parallel data transfer types, and 
provides image capture hardWare image pipeline and pre 
vieW. Data exchange to refresh a display 1060 is handled in a 
display subsystem 1710.4 using a DISP DMA 1718.4. This 
subsystem 1710.4, for instance, includes a dual output three 
layer display processor for lxGraphics and 2xVideo, tempo 
ral dithering (turning pixels on and off to produce grays or 
intermediate colors) and SDTV to QCIF video format and 
translation betWeen other video format pairs. The Display 
block 1710.4 feeds a user-vieWable display, such as a DLPTM 
display from Texas Instruments Incorporated or an LCD 
panel or other display, using either a serial or parallel inter 
face. Also television output TV and Amp provide CVBS or 
S-Video output and other television output types for display. 
[0049] In FIG. 2, a hardWare security architecture including 
SSM 1760 propagates quali?ers such as an MreqSystem 
quali?er for virtual machines on the interconnect 1721 and 
1734. The MPU 1422 issues bus transactions and sets some 
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quali?ers on Interconnect 1721. SSM 1760 also provides one 
or more quali?ers. The bus transactions propagate through 
the L4 Interconnect 1734 and then reach a DMA Access 
Properties FireWall 1712.1. Transactions are coupled to a 
DMA engine 1718.i in each subsystem 1710.i Which supplies 
a subsystem-speci?c interrupt to the Interrupt Handler 1780. 
Interrupt Handler 1780 is also fed one or more interrupts from 
Secure State Machine SSM 1760 that performs security pro 
tection functions. Interrupt Handler 1780 outputs interrupts 
for MPU 1422. In FIG. 2, ?reWall protection by ?reWalls 
1722.i is provided for various system blocks 1720.i, such as 
GPMC (General Purpose Memory Controller) to Flash 
memory 1720.1, ROM 1720.2, on-chip RAM 1720.3, Video 
Codec 1720.4, WCDMA/HSDPA 1720.6, device-to-device 
SAD2D 1720.7 coupled to manual input 1050 such as key 
pad, Modem(s) 1100, and to a mixed signal (digital and 
analog) circuit coupled to microphone (MIC) 1055. DSP 
1720.8 and DSP DMA 1728.8 also support the system via 
interconnect 1721. A System Memory Interface SMS With 
SMS FireWall 1755 is coupled to SDRC 1752.1 (External 
Memory Interface EMIF With SDRAM Refresh Controller) 
and to system SDRAM 1750 (1024). 
[0050] In FIG. 2, interconnect 1734 is also coupled to Con 
trol Module 1765 and cryptographic accelerators block 1740 
and a continually-poWered Wakeup block WKUP 1770. 
Wakeup block 1770 has a PoWer, Reset and Clock Manager 
PCRM for poWer management and Wakeup and a RTC (real 
time clock) for maintaining time and date. PRCM is coupled 
via L4 interconnect 1734 to PoWer IC circuitry in a poWer 
chip 1200 poWered by a battery pack 1280. Chip 1200 sup 
plies controllable supply voltages VDD1, VDD2, etc. for the 
rest of the system 1700. PRCM 1770 is coupled to L4 Inter 
connect 1734 and coupled to Control Module 1765. PRCM 
1770 is coupled to a DMA FireWall 1712.i to receive a Secu 
rity Violation signal, if a security violation occurs, and to 
respond With a Cold or Warm Reset output. Also PRCM 1770 
is coupled to the SSM 1760. 
[0051] In FIG. 2, some embodiments have symmetric mul 
tiprocessing (SMP) core(s) such as RISC processor cores in 
the MPU subsystem. A hardWare (HW) supported secure 
hypervisor runs a SMP core. Linux SMP HLOS (high-level 
operating system) is symmetric across all cores and is chosen 
as the master HLOS in some embodiments. 

[0052] In FIG. 2, digital circuitry in modem(s) 1100 sup 
ports and provides Wireless interfaces for any one or more of 
GSM, GPRS, EDGE, UMTS, and OFDMA/MIMO embodi 
ments. Digital circuitry provides codec for CDMA (Code 
Division Multiple Access), CDMA2000, and/or WCDMA 
(Wideband CDMA or UMTS) Wireless suitably With HSDPA/ 
HSUPA (High Speed DoWnlink Packet Access, High Speed 
Uplink PacketAccess) (or lxEV-DV, lxEV-DO or 3xEV-DV) 
data feature via an analog baseband core and RF GSM/ 
CDMA core. An audio/voice block supports audio and 
speech/voice functions and interfacing. Speech/voice codec 
(s) and user voice-recognition/voice control are suitably pro 
vided in memory space in the audio/voice block for process 
ing by processor(s) 1422, 1424. Modem(s) 1100 are coupled 
for use by personal and/or vehicular navigation applications 
to accelerometer 1140 and/or electronic compass (e-com 
pass) 1150 and/or location-determining circuitry 1190 for 
GPS (Global Positioning System). Environmental sensor(s) 
1160 are likeWise coupled to the system. IC 1100 is also 
coupled to a USIM (UMTS Subscriber Identity Module). 
[0053] In FIG. 2, an audio block has audio I/O (input/ 
output) circuits to a speaker, a microphone, and headphones 
(not shoWn). The audio block is also coupled to an audible 
pieZoelectric transducer in prompt calibration transducer 
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1180, Which also has an LED (light emitting diode) that 
controllably emits ?ashing calibration initiation prompts and 
calibration con?rmation prompts for accelerometer calibra 
tion. 
[0054] In FIG. 3, the improved system of FIG. 2 is further 
detailed. Personal and/ or vehicular navigation is supported by 
accelerometer 1140 and/or electronic compass (e-compass) 
1150, environmental sensor 1160, gyro 1170, prompt trans 
ducers 1180, and/or GPS unit 1190. GPS unit 1190 has an 
antenna 1195 for reception of satellite positioning signals and 
coupled to a GPS RF receiver provided as an analog or mixed 
signal integrated circuit that in turn supplies signals to a 
digital GPS baseband decoder 2160 integrated circuit. GPS 
baseband decoder 2160 is called a satellite positioning engine 
or GPS engine GE 2160 herein. GPS (Global Positioning 
System) is a satellite positioning system for supplying satel 
lite signals to GE 2160. The acronym GE herein is used to 
designate a baseband decoder circuit such as a satellite posi 
tioning computing engine herein Whether of GPS type or any 
other satellite positioning scheme. 
[0055] GE 2160 is coupled to the rest of system 1700 of 
FIGS. 2 and 3 by lines TIMESTAMP 2170 for timekeeping 
signals, GPS_IO 2175 for position data, and GPS_CTRL 
2190 for controls. The rest of system 1700 is called a Com 
munication Engine or Cellular Engine CE for this purpose 
and has a processor in hardWare, or in hardWare combined 
With softWare/?rmWare. In FIG. 3, Cellular Engine CE acts as 
a processing engine for time information derived from the 
cellular communications netWork. CE also processes some 
information from GE 2160, or not, depending on embodi 
ment. CE need not be limited to cellular or Wireless commu 
nication netWorks. 

[0056] In FIG. 3, a printed Wiring board has signal connec 
tion line TIMESTAMP 2170 and GSP_IO 2175 that couple 
strobe pulses and time-related information betWeen the GE 
and CE. GE is coupled as a peripheral by a UART 2180 
(universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter, i.e., a parallel/ 
serial interface such as I2C, XPA, etc.) to interconnect 1734 
of FIG. 2. Accordingly, a data bus 2185 in interconnect 1734 
provides controls and data as parallel bits to the UART 2180 
and these bits are supplied on particular lines in a set of lines 
2190 to control the GE. For example, these lines convey 
control inputs to GE 2160 including a GSP_SLEEP input, a 
soft enable/reset GPS_EN_RESET, and a poWer up enable 
GPS_PWR_EN. Further lines to GE 2160 include interface 
lines for bi-directional serial communication. 

[0057] In FIG. 3, a ?rst clock 2162, such as a temperature 
compensated crystal oscillator TCXO, has a frequency illus 
tratively between 10 and 100 MHZ or higher, that during 
reception is continually (or selectively) locked to or synchro 
niZed With clocks present in base stations. BetWeen recep 
tions the ?rst clock 2162 keeps time When GPS 1190 is asleep, 
and clock 2162 itself is sWitched off or is left to run depending 
on the operating mode. A second clock 2164 has a loWer 
frequency, e.g., below 1 MHZ. such as at 32 KHZ. The second 
clock 2164 is on and operative betWeen receptions When the 
?rst clock 2162 is turned off for poWer saving. Processing 
circuitry CE is connected to the modem(s) 1100 and to the 
?rst clock 2162 and second clock 2164 and to GE 2160. 

[0058] In FIGS. 4-6B, an accelerometer calibration solu 
tion estimates Bias errors and Axes gain of MEMS three-axes 
accelerometers 1140 mounted on a smart phone 2010 or other 
portable device. Such solution recogniZes the practical 
aspects of calibrating accelerometers 1140 by users and pro 
vides a set of embodiments for users that are easier to use and 
more convenient compared to a relatively demanding and 
less-convenient six-posture approach. 
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[0059] One demanding approach in estimating bias errors 
and axes gain involves orienting the 3 axes accelerometer 
1140 of FIG. 1 in six ?xed postures: the ?rst one Where the 
x-axis is exactly parallel to the gravity vector g folloWed by 
the second one Where x-axis is exactly anti-parallel to gravity 
vector g. The third and fourth postures are With respect to 
y-axis parallel and anti parallel to gravity vector g and the last 
tWo postures are related to Z-axis being parallel and anti 
parallel to gravity vector g. Measurements need to be done 
?rst on a precisely horiZontal platform folloWed by measure 
ment done With precise pitch and roll of the platform. The 
accuracy of the method is limited by the angular precision of 
the setup. The bias errors [1. and axes gain S are computed from 
the averaged accelerometer reading of all three axes. While 
the six-posture method is computationally simple, an accu 
rate measurement by this method requires an accurate and 
Well-calibrated setup in a controlled environment. Any inac 
curacy can result in errors in estimating bias errors and gain 
errors. Such inaccuracy in turn can lead to convergence delays 
in applications requiring precise estimates (e.g., Inertial 
Navigation and Pedestrian Navigation). Moreover, such inac 
curacy can result in heading errors (such as direction relative 
to North) in platforms that use electronic compass 1150 and/ 
or gyroscope 1170 technology that relies on an accelerometer 
1140 for tilt compensation. This demanding six-posture 
method is not user friendly because it is not practical for cell 
phone users if they Want to calibrate the accelerometer 1140 
on the ?y. It also calls for costly setup arrangements even for 
cell phone manufacturers. 
[0060] Embodiments of method and system herein remove 
the necessity of accurately orienting the accelerometer 1140. 
Instead, accelerometer 1140 readings at rest in different, 
imprecise or unspeci?ed, freely-establishable orientations 
are conveniently taken. Precise or speci?c postures need not 
be prescribed nor relied upon While taking these readings. An 
ordinary or regular user can easily tilt the cell phone 2010, 
PDA 2096, or other portable device in different orientations 
2535A, 2535B, 2535C and perform the calibration. Since the 
exact postures are not of concern, there is no requirement on 
the accuracy of the postures. 
[0061] Various embodiments Work on the datasets signaled 
by accelerometer 1140 at different imprecise, unspeci?ed, 
non-speci?c or unknown orientations and nevertheless can 
estimate best-?t values for various accelerometer parameters, 
such as the axes gain and bias errors, etc. In other Words, 
various embodiments of structure and process bene?t from 
different orientations 2535A, B, C that are freely-establish 
able and user-determinable. No test ?xture, calibration jig, 
nor otherWise-additional precision test instrumentation is 
required. Various types of accelerometer 1140 sensors, such 
as capacitive, pieZoelectric, optical, MEMS (micro-electro 
mechanical structure), and/or gyroscopic and others can be 
employed. 
[0062] In FIG. 4, operations in this more-convenient 
approach commence in response to a step 2510 Wherein the 
user clicks an icon, or recalibration item on a menu display of 
the portable device, or otherWise prompts a fetch of recali 
bration softWare as improved herein. The method is useful 
and handy for end-user, Who may do a quick calibration of the 
accelerometer 1140 before deploying a particular applica 
tion, e.g., Inertial Navigation assisted Pedestrian Navigation. 
Also, a parallel step 2520 responds to any internal prompt 
from the system softWare requesting recalibration softWare 
operation. Any of a suite of navigation applications 2524 can 
request accelerometer 1140 recalibration on processor 2522, 
or the operating system softWare or driver can call for recali 
bration When a navigation application is about to be launched. 
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If substantial time has passed since last recalibration, as mea 
sured by Date/ Time RTC 2526, or the accelerometer 1140 has 
never been calibrated as indicated by calibration parameters 
merely set to their original initialiZation values (TABLE 1 
later herein beloW), then an internal ?ag is set for processor 
2522 to generate an internal prompt. A substantial change in 
the environment, such as a temperature change, detected by 
environmental sensor(s) 1160 can also trigger a recalibration 
request. 
[0063] A succeeding step 2530 cues the user such as by 
display messages and/or audible instructions calling for the 
user to position the accelerometer 1140 in different orienta 
tions or directions 2535A, B, C to accumulate data for cali 
bration purposes. Various position assist prompts are suitably 
given to the user to clarify and facilitate the measurement 
process. A succession 2535 of cues and measurements 
occurs, as suggested by orientation-changing arroWs 2535A, 
2535B, and 2535C in FIG. 1. In this Way, accelerometer 1140 
measurements are taken With the accelerometer 1140 in dif 
ferent directions or orientations. The user changes the orien 
tation in various directions using various orientation changes 
and combinations of the arroWs 2535A, 2535B, and 2535C. 
The orientation changes and arroWs are applicable to any of 
the portable devices like PDA/PEU 2096, cell phones 2010 
and 2010', vehicle device 2095, etc. The user can change the 
orientation readily, and manually holds the device stationary 
in each neW orientation. If desired, the user also can rest the 
portable device in various orientations on a desk or table 
leaning against any convenient object. 
[0064] The portable device is programmed to cue the user 
With a beep and/or ?ash When each measurement is to be 
taken. Then after the orientation is stable and the measure 
ment is acquired, a beep-beep and/or double-?ash from 
prompt transducers 1180 is issued. If the orientation is not 
changed Within a modest time interval, then a single cueing 
beep is again issued as a reminder. Any of numerous other 
audible sounds and optical cues and/or other cues can be 
issued in various embodiments, and human factors engineer 
ing can be applied to establish convenient, understandable 
cues/prompts. 
[0065] In FIG. 4, step 2540 ascertains that the accelerom 
eter 1140 has been maintained stationary in a given orienta 
tion for a suf?cient interval of time to substantially average 
out measurement error and permit calculation of offsets, 
biases or parametric errors in the accelerometer 1140 sensors 
themselves. In a vehicle 2095 moving at constant velocity, 
stationarity is also satis?ed if the accelerometer 1140 is held 
stationary relative to the vehicle 2095 by the user inside the 
vehicle. In moving vehicles, note that micro jerks can make 
the measurements signi?cantly more noisy. Hence, some 
embodiments perform these measurements When the vehicle 
is not moving as in FIGS. 4 and/ or 5, and screening as in FIG. 
5 operates to reject measurements made in the presence of 
substantial noise. Some other embodiments perform the mea 
surements either When the platform is stationary or in a 
vehicle moving at constant velocity and accommodate 
increased noise due to micro jerks by providing extended or 
adaptive averaging time intervals and/ or other measurement 
noise-rejection processes and structures and measurement 
screening, such as in FIGS. 4 and 5 or otherWise effective for 
the purpose. Either Way, the acceleration vector comprised of 
the outputs of the accelerometer sensors represents the one 
constant doWnWard acceleration due to gravity g in connec 
tion With all the accelerometer measurements in every one of 
the orientations. 

[0066] A further step 2550 performs a pre-calibration cal 
culation of the parameters of the accelerometer 1140, such as 
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bias errors [1. and axes gains S for each of the three acceler 
ometer sensors X, Y, Z that best ?t With the measurements. A 
step 2560 performs position sensing calculations that blend 
the accelerometer 1140 information (INS) and GPS position 
information as in FIG. 9. Then a decision step 2570 deter 
mines Whether the accuracy of calibration is insuf?cient as 
indicated by any substantial unexpected inaccuracy, trend, or 
drift in position measurement. At ?rst, decision step 2570 
determines that the accuracy is su?icient, goes to RETURN 
2575, and proceeds to perform navigation applications 2524 
upon user command or otherWise When launched. HoWever, 
With passage of time, or With substantial and prolonged tem 
perature changes, or some other factor, decision step 2570 can 
determine that recalibration is called for, Whereupon opera 
tions proceed to a step 2580 to prompt the user to decide for 
recalibration and go to step 2520 or 2510. 

[0067] FIG. 5 details step 2540 of FIG. 4. In FIG. 5, a step 
2610 delivers a latest measurement vector for acceleration 
from accelerometer 1140. The measurement is screened or 
checked for credibility by steps 2620 and 2630. Step 2620 
tests Whether the resultant vectorial sum of the components of 
the latest measurement vector represents acceleration close to 
one-g, i.e., the acceleration of gravity 1 g. If not close to l g, 
operations discard the measurement and go back from step 
2620 to 2610. 

[0068] For example, if the user Were still accelerating or 
decelerating the portable platform 2010 holding the acceler 
ometer sensors in the process of changing the orientation of 
the platform, then the latest measurement vector that can 
depart signi?cantly from the l g acceleration of gravity. Also, 
if the platform Were accidentally dropped, the accelerometer 
sensors Would be in free fall and Would produce a measure 
ment vector that Would depart signi?cantly from the l g 
acceleration of gravity. In use at run-time, measurements by 
properly-calibrated accelerometer sensors that depart from 1 
g signi?cantly Would acceptably and desirably contribute to 
velocity-sensing and position-sensing. In this example of a 
speci?cally distinct calibration process at step 2620, hoWever, 
the platform is oriented and held stationary in such a Way that 
the acceleration is close to one-g. 

[0069] Of course, sensors in need of calibration Will supply 
measurement data that seemingly departs from 1 g accelera 
tion of gravity, but moderately (e.g., Within a small decision 
range on the order of plus/minus one percent +/—0.0l g). This 
decision range can be established, for instance, in relation to 
accelerometer vendor speci?ed bias error (offset) range and 
gain error range. A programmed decision range used by step 
2620 does accept a measurement that departs moderately 
from 1 g acceleration of gravity. In such case, operations 
proceed to a step 2630. (It may be better to perform these 
measurements With an assurance of stationarity from the user. 
Else, the data may be corrupted by small accelerations that 
falls in the decision range.) 
[0070] In FIG. 5, step 2620 and step 2610 are alternated in 
a measurement loop transparent to user so that a series of 
acceleration vector measurements over an about-one-second 
interval are made and pass step 2620. When step 2630 is 
reached, the series of acceleration vector measurements from 
step 2610 that pass step 2620 for a given single orientation of 
the accelerometer 1140 are available for analysis collectively. 
Step 2630 computes the statistical variance (average squared 
departure from their mean) of the series of acceleration vector 
measurements. This or any other suitable approach is applied 
to determine that each one of the accelerometer 1140 X, Y, Z 
sensor outputs f"(k):[fx'"(k) fy’"(k) fZ’"(k)]T is essentially 
stable or unvarying. If the statistical variance is greater than a 
predetermined threshold (e.g., 0.01 or less), then operations 






































